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1. INTRODUCTION
w x nThis report extends the results of 17 from the plane to R , n ) 2. The
objective is to characterize all solutions, in the unit ball Bn of R n, to the
equation
div s grad u s 0, 1.1 .  .
 .where s s s r is a function of the polar radius only, subject to certain
mild smoothness and growth conditions, but is not assumed to be real
 .analytic. Equation 1.1 takes the form
« r ­ u .
Du q s 0, 1.2 .
r ­ r
where D is the Laplace operator. We use separation of variables and
classical stability theory for ordinary differential equations to obtain a
Fourier]Laplace expansion in spherical harmonics for each solution to
 . n1.2 in B . These series expansions can be characterized by a simple
growth condition on the Fourier]Laplace vector coefficients that appear in
the expansion. The condition is identical to the one that identifies spheri-
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n cal harmonic expansions of harmonic functions in B compare Lemma 2.1
.with Theorem 3.1 . As a consequence one obtains a natural one-to-one
 .correspondence between the collection of all solutions to 1.2 and the
family of harmonic functions in Bn.
 .In addition we prove in Section 3 that, even though Eq. 1.2 does not
have real analytic coefficients, its solutions are real analytic when re-
stricted to concentric spheres. As a consequence we show that the solu-
tions converge in the sense of distributions, as one approaches the bound-
ary of the unit ball, to the same distributional boundary values that
harmonic functions in Bn take on, namely the space of hyperfunctions or
w xanalytic functionals studied in various settings by Lions and Magenes 12 ,
w x w x w xGel'fand and Silov 7 , Sato 15 , Kothe 11 , and others. One can view thisÈ
 .as a form of stability: perturbing Laplace's equation non-analytically in its
 .lower order terms does not alter the class of solution analytic boundary
values.
The topology on the test space for these boundary value hyperfunctions
usually appears as the inductive limit of a sequence of normed spaces,
w xalthough the choice of the normed spaces differs among the authors. In 8
G. Johnson presents an independent description of the topological vector
space of hyperfunctions and its test space in the special case of the unit
circle in the plane. He uses sequence spaces of Fourier coefficients,
avoiding any of the intermediate normed spaces. In Section 4 we adapt this
method to the unit sphere Sny1 employing ¨ector sequences of
Fourier]Laplace coefficients of spherical harmonic expansions of both the
test functions and hyperfunctions.
In Section 3 we define a generalized Poisson kernel function for Bn
 .which is itself a solution to 1.2 , and using a representation theorem for
w xhyperfunctions due to R. Saylor 16 we obtain in Section 4 a representa-
 .tion for solutions to 1.2 , which may be viewed as a generalized Poisson
integral.
2. NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
We begin by listing some results on potential theory in R n. Many of
w xthese facts can be found in the book of Stein and Weiss 19 , and it is their
notation to which we will try to adhere.
n n n Let B denote the unit ball in Euclidean space R : B s x s
 . n < <  n 2 .1r2 4 ny1 n x , . . . , x g R : x s  x - 1 , and let S s ­ B s x g1 n is1 i
n < < 4 n < <R : x s 1 . A point x g R is also written x s rx9 where r s x and
< < ny1x9 s xr x g S . Lebesgue measure dx s dx dx . . . dx is written in1 2 n
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 . ny1spherical coordinates r, x9 as dx s r drdx9, where dx9 is the surface
element on Sny1. The total surface area of Sny1 is then
2p n r2
v s dx9 s . 2.1 .Hny1
ny1 G nr2 .S
A function u is harmonic in a domain of R n if Du s 0 in this domain,
where D is the Laplace operator
n 2­
D s . 2.2 . 2­ xiis1
 .For each integer k G 0 denote by H the vector space of surfacek
spherical harmonics of degree k, namely, the restriction to Sny1 of all
homogeneous harmonic polynomials of degree k in n variables. We view
2 ny1 .  .H as a subspace of L S , dx9 with inner product f , g sk
 . . wny 1H f x9 g x9 dx9. The dimension of H is 4, p. 256; 5, p. 263; 19, .S k
xp. 140
a s dim H s 2k q n y 2 n q k y 3 !r n y 2 !k!. 2.3 .  .  .  .k k
 ny2 . w xClearly, a s O k as k ª ` 19, p. 145 . In particular,k
lim a1r k s 1. 2.4 .k
kª`
For each k G 0 one can choose a real orthonormal basis for H withk
 k .4respect to the measure dx9, Y . If k / l, theni 1F iF ak
Y k .Y  l . dx9 s 0, 1 F i F a , 1 F j F a , 2.5 .H i j k l
ny1S
 k .4and the set Y , k G 0, forms a complete orthonormal basis fori 1F iF ak2 ny1 . ny1L S , dx9 . Furthermore, for each k G 0 and x9, y9 g S ,
ak akk . k .< <Y x9 Y y9 F , 2.6 .  .  . i i vny1is1
 w x.with equality if x9 s y9 see Corollary 2.9, p. 144, of 19 .
k .  .For each k G 0, denote by Y the ``vector'' or a -tuplek
Y k . x9 [ Y k . x9 ; 2.7 .  .  . .1F iFai k
for c real or complex, k G 0, 1 F i F a , denote by c the constantk i k k
vector
c s c , 2.8 .  .1F iFak k i k
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and let the ``inner product'' be denoted by
ak
k . k .
vc Y s c Y . 2.9 .k k i i
is1
n w xThe Poisson kernel for B is the function 19, p. 145
< < 21 1 y x
P x , y9 s , 2.10 .  .n< <v x y y9ny1
n ny1  k .4where x g B and y9 g S . Then, independent of the basis Y , ifi
x s rx9, 0 F r - 1,
ak
k k . k . k k . k .
vP x , y9 s r Y y9 Y x9 s r Y y9 Y x9 . .  .  .  .  .  i i
kG0 is1 kG0
2.11 .
The inner sum is called a zonal harmonic and is usually denoted by
k . . ny1Z x9 . For each y9 g S , the convergence is absolute and uniform ony 9
n ny1  .compact subsets of B . Furthermore, for each y9 g S , P x, y9 is
harmonic in Bn as a function of x.
Every harmonic function in Bn can be represented by an expansion in
spherical harmonics; however, the following specific characterization is
central to our approach in this paper.




k .u x s r c Y x9 , 2.12 .  .  . k
kG0
 .for some unique sequence of constant ¨ectors c s c , . . . , c , k G 0,k 1 ak
satisfying
5 51r klim sup c F 1, 2.13 .k
kª`
5 5  ak < < 2 .1r2where c s  c .k is1 k i
 . nProof. It is well known that every harmonic function u x in B has an
 .expansion in the form of 2.12 for a unique set of constant ``vectors'' c ,k
and that the series converges absolutely and uniformly on each compact
n  w x w x.subset of B see, e.g., 4, p. 257 or 6, p. 444 . What is at issue here is
 .2.13 . But, if we define
1r2ak
2k . k .5 5 < <Y x9 s Y x9 , .  . i /
is1
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 . 5 k . .5  .1r2  .then by 2.6 with x9 s y9, we have Y x9 ' a rv . Thus 2.4k ny1
implies
5 k . 51r klim Y s 1. 2.14 .
kª`
It follows from the Cauchy]Schwarz inequality applied to the ``inner
 .  .product'' in 2.12 , and the root test, that the series in 2.12 will converge
n  .absolutely in B if and only if 2.13 is valid.
We will need the following results concerning the regularity of func-
ny1 2 ny1 .tions defined on S . If w g L S , dx9 , then w has a unique
Fourier]Laplace expansion in spherical harmonics which converges in the
L2-norm;
ak
k . k .
vw x9 s c Y x9 s w k Y x9 , 2.15 .  .  .  .  .Ã  k i i
kG0 is1 kG0
where the ¨ector Fourier]Laplace coefficients of w are given by
w k s c , . . . , c ; c s w , Y k . s w x9 Y k . x9 dx9. .  .  .  .Ã  . Hk1 k a k i i ik ny1S
2.16 .
 .  . ` ny1.LEMMA 2.2. a w x9 g C S if and only if
5 5 ym r2w k s O k , as k ª `, 2.17 .  .  .Ã
for each m ) 0.
 .  . ny1b w x9 is real-analytic on S if and only if
5 51r klim sup w k - 1. 2.18 .  .Ã
kª`
wThese two results are restatements of Theorems I and II of 3, pp.
x  w x .189]190 . See also 18, p. 70 .
 .Condition 2.18 is equivalent to saying that there exist constants 0 - a
- 1 and M ) 0 such that
5 5 kw k F Ma , all k ) 0. 2.19 .  .Ã
Expressing the Laplace operator in R n in spherical coordinates, one
obtains
n 2 2­ ­ n y 1 ­ 1
D s s q q D , 2.20 . x 92 2 2 /r ­ r­ x ­ r riis1
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where D is the Laplace]Beltrami operator on Sny1, which in turn can bex 9
expressed in local angle coordinates u , i s 1, . . . , n y 1, for x9 g Sny1 asi
­ ­
y1r2 1r2 i jD s g g g , 2.21 .x 9  /­u ­ui j
 .with g s det g , where g denotes the Riemannian metric tensor oni j i j
Sny1, g g k j s d , with the usual summation convention. One can alsoi k i j
define D s D recursively, in which case on S1, the unit circle in R2,x 9 x 9,ny1
2 2   . w x.D s ­ r­u see 54 in 13 . Experimenting with a computer softwarex 9,1
package such as Mathematica quickly leads one to discover an explicit
formula for D .x 9
Denote by Dq , q s 0, 1, . . . , the qth iterate of D , if q ) 0, with D0 ,x 9 x 9 x 9
the identity operator. Real analytic functions on Sny1 can also be charac-
w xterized in terms of these operators as follows 16, p. 5 .
LEMMA 2.3. An infinitely differentiable function w on Sny1 is real-
analytic on Sny1 if and only if there exist positi¨ e constants C and M such that
5 q 5 qD w x9 F C 2 q !M , q s 0, 1, . . . . 2.22 .  .  .`x 9
In the sequel we will need two spaces of distributions on Sny1. The first
 ny1.is the classical space of Schwartz distributions D9 s D9 S , the dual
 ny1. ny1space of infinitely differentiable functions D s D S on S endowed
with the usual Schwartz topology. The evaluation of the distribution f at
 :the test function w is denoted by f , w , since it reduces to their inner
2 ny1.product if f g L S . The following characterization is a standard
 w xresult in the theory of Schwartz distributions see 14, p. 167 for a proof in
n w xR and the proof of Lemma 1, p. 7, of 16 for the case where the
underlying space is a Riemannian manifold locally equivalent to R n, e.g.,
ny1.S .
LEMMA 2.4. A linear functional f on D is in D9 if and only if there exist a
 . ny1finite complex Borel measure m on S and a non-negati¨ e integer q such
q  .  ny1.that f s D m. That is to say, for each w x9 in D Sx 9
 : qf , w s D w x9 dm. 2.23 .  .H x 9
ny1S
The second space of distributions on Sny1 we consider is the space
 ny1. w xH 9 s H 9 S of analytic functionals or hyperfunctions 11, 12, 15 . The
 ny1. ny1test space H s H S is the set of all real analytic functions on S
 ny1.with the following topology. For each positive integer M let H SM
denote all functions w in H for which there exists a constant C ) 0 suchM
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 .that 2.22 holds. A norm on H is given by the infimum of all suchM
constants C ,M
5 q 5D w x9 . `x 9
5 5w [ sup . 2.24 .M qM 2 q ! .q
Then H is a Banach space with this norm, and if M - N, the injection ofM
H into H is continuous. One equips H s D` H with the inductiveM N Ms0 M
limit topology, namely the strongest locally convex topology such that the
 w x.injection of H into H is continuous for each M see 10, pp. 148]150 .M
 ny1.The space H 9 s H 9 S is then the dual of H. Thus, a linear func-
tional on H is in H 9 if and only if its restriction to each H is a boundedM
linear functional on H . The following three lemmas appear in the thesisM
w x w xof R. L. Saylor 16 and, in a different context, in 12 . They characterize
the elements of H 9 and establish a one-to-one correspondence between H 9
and the class of harmonic functions in Bn.
LEMMA 2.5. A linear functional f on H is in H 9 if and only if there exists a
 4 ny1sequence of Borel measures m on S such thatq
`




qM 2 q ! var m - `, for all M ) 0. 2.26 .  .  . q
qs0
Note that by Lemma 2.4 this also says that each hyperfunction f is a
limit of Schwartz distributions in the weak topology on H 9:
`
qf s D m x9 . 2.27 .  . x 9 q
qs0
LEMMA 2.6. A function u is harmonic in Bn if and only if there exists a
 4 ny1  .sequence of Borel measures m on S satisfying 2.26 such thatq
`
qu x s D P x , y9 dm y9 . 2.28 .  .  .  . H y 9 q
ny1Sqs0
 . n   ..Recall that P x, y9 is the Poisson kernel for B see 2.10 . The
n convergence is uniform on compact subsets of B . This follows from the
w x .proof of Lemma 1 in 16 .
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 .  . nIf we denote the summands in 2.28 by u x , x g B , then each u isq q
n  . ny1harmonic in B since P x, y9 is harmonic for fixed y9 g S , and u isq
 .  .called harmonic of Schwartz type, since u x s u rx9 converges in D9 asq q
q  .  w x.r ª 1 y to the Schwartz distribution D m x9 see 5 . Lemma 2.6 thenx 9 q
says that e¨ery harmonic function in Bn is the limit of harmonic functions
of Schwartz type.
Furthermore, the boundary ¨alues of an arbitrary harmonic function u
in Bn is a hyperfunction in H 9. More precisely we have
 .  .  . n  4LEMMA 2.7. If u x s u rx9 \ u x9 is harmonic in B , if m are ther q
 .Borel measures of Lemma 2.6, and if f g H 9 is gi¨ en by 2.27 , then
u x9 ª f x9 , as r ª 1 y 2.29 .  .  .r
in the weak topology on H 9.
 :  :Proof. The claim is that as r ª 1 y , u , w ª f , w for each w g H.r
That is to say,
`
qlim u rx9 w x9 dx9 s D w x9 dm x9 . .  .  .  .H H x 9 q
ny1 ny1rª1y S Sqs0
w xAlthough this result is in 16 , its proof is hidden in the heavy abstract
machinery used there. We will prove this lemma in the next section;
 .however, a formal proof can be seen as follows. Using 2.28 one finds
`
q :u x9 , w x9 s w x9 D P rx9, y9 dm y9 dx9 .  .  .  .  .H Hr y 9 q
ny1 ny1 /S Sqs0
`
qs D w x9 P rx9, y9 dx9 dm y9 , .  .  . H Hy 9 q /ny1 ny1S Sqs0
where two interchanges have been used. However, by Theorem 1.9, Chap.
w x  .II, of 19 , P rx9, y9 is an approximate identity and, as r ª 1 y , con-
 .verges to the Dirac d-distribution d x9 with pole at y9. Hence the innery 9
 .integral becomes w y9 in the limit, and the result follows.
3. A PERTURBED LAPLACE EQUATION
Our aim is to find all solutions in Bn to the equation
div s grad u s 0, 3.1 .  .
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 . < <where s s s x is a function of radius r s x only, and is not assumed to
be real analytic. If we define
« r s rs 9rs , 3.2 .  .
 .  .then the precise conditions we impose on « r , and therefore s r , are
< <« r .1w x« r g C 0, 1 and dr converges, 3.3 .  .H r0
« 9 r is Holder continuous for r F r F 1, for each 0 - r - 1, . È 0 0
1
< <« 9 r s o 1rr as r ª 0 q , and « 9 r dr converges. 3.4 .  .  .  .H
0
 .  .These conditions are independent. Condition 3.3 implies « 0 s 0, and
 .they allow for the possibility of « r rr to be unbounded at r s 0.
 .  .Using 3.2 , then 3.1 becomes the perturbed Laplace Equation
« r ­ u .
Du q s 0. 3.5 .
r ­ r
To solve this equation we use the familiar method of separation of
 .  .  .  .variables. Assuming a solution of the form u x s R r Y x9 , 3.5 sepa-
rates into two equations. The Y-equation is the same as when one
separates variables in Laplace's equation, namely,
D Y q a Y s 0, 3.6 .x 9
 .where D is the Laplace]Beltrami operator given in 2.21 . Thus, thex 9
eigenvalues a are determined classically as
a s k k q n y 2 , k s 0, 1, . . . , 3.7 .  .k
and the only solutions which are continuous on Sny1 are the spherical
 k . .4harmonics, i.e., the span of Y x9 .i
The boundary value problem in r that must be solved is then
n y 1 q « r a .  . k
R0 q R9 y R s 0, R 0 - ` and R 1 s 1. .  .k k2r r
3.8 .
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For k s 0, the general solution to this equation is
« s .1 11ynR r s a q b t exp ds dt , . H H /sr t
 .  .where a and b are arbitrary constants. R 1 s 1 implies a s 1, and 3.3
 .  .implies R r is unbounded as r ª 0 q , unless b s 0. Thus R r ' 1 is0
 .the unique solution to 3.8 for k s 0.
 .For k ) 0, we make a change in the independent variable t s log 1rr
 yt .r s e , 0 - t - `, to obtain the equation
yt yt yt ytR0 e q 2 y n y « e R9 e y a R e s 0. .  .  .  .k
 w x.Next we change the dependent variable by see 1, p. 109
1 tyt ys¨ t s R e exp 2 y n y « e ds .  .  .H /2 0
1 tyt yny2.r2. t yss R e e exp y « e ds . .  .H /2 0
 .After some calculation we find that 3.8 reduces to
2¨ 0 y l q w t ¨ s 0, k s 1, 2, . . . , 3.9 .  .k
where
n y 2
l s k q , 3.10 .k 2
and
1 n y 2 1 2yt yt yt ytw t s e « 9 e q « e q « e , 3.11 .  .  .  .  .
2 2 4
or in the variable r,
1 n y 2 1 2
w r s w ylog r s r« 9 r q « r q « r . 3.12 .  .  .  .  .  .Ä
2 2 4
 .  .  .It follows from conditions 3.3 and 3.4 that w r ª 0 as r ª 0 q ,Ä
  . .w t ª 0 as t ª ` . Also,
r 1 n y 2 1 ydxt 2< <w s ds s x« 9 x q « x q « x .  .  .  .H H  /2 2 4 x0 1
21 n y 2 « x 1 « x .  .1
< <F « 9 x q q dx - `. .H  /2 2 x 4 x0
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The reason being, the first two of these integrals are mandated to be finite
 .  .  . w x  .by conditions 3.3 and 3.4 . In addition, since « r g C 0, 1 and « 0 s 0,
 .2 <  . <it follows that « r F « r for sufficiently small r, and therefore the
third integral is automatically finite.
 .  .Summarizing, we have shown that the function w t of 3.11 satisfies
`
< < < <lim w t s 0; w t dt - `; w t bounded, 0 - t - `. .  .  .H
tª` 0
3.13 .
w xWe can now utilize all the power of Theorem 7 on p. 44 of 1 . The
 .  .conclusions are, first, for each k G 1, 3.9 has a solution ¨ t whichk
satisfies the inequality
tX< < < < < <¨ t q ¨ t F c exp yl t q d w s ds , 0 F t - `, .  .  .Hk k k /0
` < <where c and d are positive constants independent of k. Since H w - `,0
this becomes
< < < X < yl k t yk t yny2.r2. t¨ t q ¨ t F Ae s Ae e , 3.14 .  .  .k k
w xwith A independent of k. Theorem 7 in 1 also guarantees for each k G 1
an unbounded solution as well.
Returning to the variables r s eyt and
1 tyt ysR r s R e s ¨ exp « e q n y 2 ds .  .  .  .H /2 0
1 tny2.r2. t yss ¨e exp « e ds , .H /2 0
 .we conclude from 3.14 that
1 « x .1k< <R r F Ar exp dx . . Hk  /2 xr
Another tedious but elementary calculation yields a similar result for
X  .R r :k
1 « x .1X ky1< <R r F Br exp dx . . Hk  /2 xr
 .Utilizing condition 3.3 we can absorb the exponential factor into the
coefficients A and B.
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In summary, we have that for each k s 0, 1, . . . , the differential equa-
 .tion in 3.8 has a bounded and an unbounded solution on 0 - r F 1.
 .  .Hence, there exists a unique bounded solution R r with R 1 s 1, withk k
the properties
< < k < X < ky1R r ' 1, R r F Ar ; R r F Br , 0 F r F 1, 3.15 .  .  .  .0 k k
where A and B are positive constants independent of k.
 .  .Using the differential equation 3.8 and the fact that « r is bounded,
then it is easy to show that
< Y < 2 ky2R r F Ck r , k G 2, 0 F r F 1. 3.16 .  .k
Finally, for k sufficiently large, we have more information. If we set
 .  .t s l t in 3.9 , where l s k q n y 2 r2, we getk k
1
¨ 0 t y 1 q w trl ¨ t s 0. 3.17 .  .  .  .k2lk
 . y2  .Since w t is bounded on 0 F t - `, l w trl is uniformly small onk k
w . w x0, ` for large k, and thus the asymptotic results of Theorem 7 in 1
 . w xremain true for all t G 0. In particular, 5 on p. 45 of 1 yields
R r G Dr k , RX r G 0, 0 F r F 1, 3.18 .  .  .k k
for k sufficiently large, and a positive constant D independent of k. In
 .particular we note that R r is increasing to 1 with r.k
 .Following 2.11 we now define a generalized Poisson kernel function for
Bn by
ak




k .s R r Y y9 Y x9 , 3.19 .  .  .  . k
kG0
where x s rx9 g Bn, 0 F r - 1, x9, y9 g Sny1.
 .  .Because of 3.15 and 3.16 , the terms of this series are dominated by
 .   ..the terms in the series for P x, y9 see 2.11 . Hence the preceding series
converges absolutely and uniformly on each compact subset of Bn, the
series can be twice termwise differentiated with respect to r or x9, and
 . ny1  .therefore, Q x, y9 is for each y9 g S a solution to 3.5 .
Moreover, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that for each y9 g Sny1, and each
 .  . ny1fixed 0 - r - 1, Q x, y9 s Q rx9, y9 is real analytic in x9 g S . For, by
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 .  .  .3.19 , the Fourier]Laplace coefficients of w x9 s Q rx9, y9 are given by
  .  ..see 2.15 and 2.16
w k s R r Y k . y9 . .  .  .Ã k
5  .5 k 5 k . .5 5  .51r kThus, w k F Ar Y y9 and therefore, lim sup w k s r -Ã Ãk ª`
 .1, by 2.14 .
 .We are now in a position to characterize all solutions to 3.5 in terms of
their Fourier]Laplace expansion in spherical harmonics, subject of course
 .  .to conditions 3.3 and 3.4 .
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.1. E¨ery solution u x s u rx9 of 3.5 in the punctured
unit ball which is bounded in a neighborhood of the origin is continuous at the
origin, is real analytic in x9 for each 0 - r - 1, and can be written as
v
k .u x s u rx9 s R r c Y x9 , 3.20 .  .  .  .  . k k
kG0
 4for some unique sequence of constant ¨ectors c of length a , satisfyingk k
5 51r klim sup c F 1. 3.21 .k
kª`
 .  .Con¨ersely, each sequence with property 3.21 determines a solution to 3.5
 .through 3.20 .
 .  .Proof. Since « 9 r in 3.5 is assumed to be Holder continuous, byÈ
 wclassical results in partial differential equations see for instance 2, p.
x.  .136 , each solution u x has Holder continuous third partial derivativesÈ
in the punctured unit ball. Hence if we express u in its unique
Fourier]Laplace spherical harmonic expansion
v
k .u x s u rx9 s c r Y x9 .  .  .  . k
kG0
ak
k .s c r Y x9 , .  .  k i i
kG0 is1
for 0 - r - 1, x9 g Sny1, then
ak­ u
k .Lu s Du q « r rr ' 0 ' L c r Y x9 .  .  . .  k i i­ r kG0 is1
ak n y 1 q « r .  .
Y Xs c r q c r .  .  k i k irkG0 is1
k k q n y 2 .
k .y c r Y x9 .  .k i i2r
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  .  .  ..see 2.20 , 3.6 , and 3.7 . By the uniqueness of Fourier]Laplace coeffi-
 .cients and the fact that u is bounded near the origin, we see that c r is ak i
 .bounded solution of 3.8 , and is therefore a unique constant multiple of
 .  .  .  .  .R r : c r s c R r . Hence, u has the form 3.20 with c s c ,k k i k i k k k i
 .i s 1, . . . , a . Moreover, u is continuous at the origin since R 0 s 0.k k
Because u has Holder continuous third partial derivatives, itsÈ
 .Fourier]Laplace series 3.20 converges absolutely and subuniformly in
n  .  . k <  . < kB . But by 3.15 and 3.18 , Dr F R r F Ar , for 0 - r - 1 andk
 .constants A and D independent of k. Hence, the series 3.20 converges
k ak k . .absolutely and subuniformly if and only if  r  c Y x9 does.k G 0 is1 k i i
w xBy Theorem 1, p. 445 of 6 , the radius of convergence r of this series is
y1 5 51r k  .given by r s lim sup c . However, r G 1, and hence 3.21k ª` k
follows.
 .  .The fact that u x s u rx9 is real analytic in x9 for each fixed 0 - r - 1
 .follows from 2.18 of Lemma 2.2, since, for each r - 1, the Fourier]
 .  . <  . < kLaplace coefficients of u rx9 are c R r s C , and R r F Ar im-k i k k i k
plies
5 51r k 1r k 5 51r klim sup C F r lim A lim sup c F r - 1.k k /  /kª`kª` kª`
 .  .  .  .For the converse, 3.21 , 3.15 , and 3.16 imply that the series 3.20
converges absolutely and subuniformly in Bn, and can be twice termwise
 . k . .  .differentiated. Since each function R r Y x9 is a solution to 3.5k i
 .  .method of separation of variables , so is u r , which concludes the proof
of the theorem.
4. DISTRIBUTIONAL BOUNDARY BEHAVIOR
A comparison of Theorem 3.1 and Lemma 2.1 shows immediately that
there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the set of solutions
n  .in B to the non-analytically perturbed Laplace equation 3.5 and the set
of harmonic functions in the same domain, the correspondence being
given through the common sequence of vector coefficients c which appeark
 .  .in the Fourier]Laplace expansions 3.20 and 2.12 , respectively. In fact
the ``boundary values'' of solutions in either set must be the formal
``Fourier]Laplace'' series one obtains by setting r s 1, namely
ak
k . k .
vf x9 s c Y x9 s c Y x9 , 4.1 .  .  .  .  k i i k
kG0 is1 kG0
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 .   ..where the vectors c satisfy 2.13 or 3.21 . However, by Lemma 2.7, thek
distributional boundary values of harmonic functions are in fact the
 .hyperfunctions in H 9. Hence 4.1 suggests that an element f g H 9 can
 4  .also be identified with the sequence c satisfying 2.13 , and that hope-k
 .fully the formal Fourier]Laplace series in 4.1 might converge to f in H 9.
This approach to characterizing hyperfunctions by means of vector se-
 4  . quences c satisfying 2.13 has been done in dimension two in the unitk
. w xdisk by G. Johnson 8 . His methods and most of his results can be readily
adapted to R n. A brief outline follows.
In terms of Fourier]Laplace expansions the test space H of real analytic
functions on Sny1 can be defined by
v
k . 1r k5 5H s w : w x9 s w k Y x9 , lim sup w k - 1 , 4.2 .  .  .  .  .Ã Ã 5
kª`kG0
 .where we continue to use the suggestive notation of w k to denote theÃ
 .  . k th Fourier]Laplace ¨ector coefficient w k s c , k G 0 recallÃ k i 1F iF ak
 .  ..2.15 and 2.16 . The topology on H can be described directly without
 .resorting to intermediate normed spaces see Section 2 using the follow-
 4ing class of sequences. Let A denote all real sequences a s a whichk k G 0
satisfy
a G a ) 0, k G 0k kq1
4.3 .
a ra ª 1 as k ª `.kq1 k
The collection of sets
5 5V a s w g H : w k F a , k G 0 .  . 4Ã k
for all a g A is a base for the neighborhood system at the origin for the
desired topology on H. This topology is equivalent to the inductive limit
w xtopology described in Section 2 8, p. 382 , renders H into a locally convex
topological vector space which is a nonmetrizable, complete Montel space
w x8, Propositions 3, 4, 6 . The collection of sets
5 5 kE a, r s w g H : w k F ar , k G 0 4 .  .Ã
for all a ) 0 and 0 - r - 1 is a fundamental system of bounded sets for
 . w x w xH, and each E a, r is compact 8, Proposition 5 . Finally on p. 379 of 8
 .Johnson's proof shows with no change the following.
LEMMA 4.1. The Fourier]Laplace series for each w g H con¨erges to w in
H.
The dual space H 9 is then the collection of continuous linear functionals
on H. The Fourier]Laplace coefficients of f g H 9 are defined by the scalars
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k . Ã :  .b s f , Y , k G 0, 1 F i F a , and for each k G 0 we let f k denotek i i k
 .the ¨ector b of length a . We identify an element of H 9 with itsk i k
sequence of Fourier]Laplace coefficients.
THEOREM 4.1. If f g H 9, then
Ã 1r k5 5lim sup f k F 1, 4.4 .  .
kª`
and for each w g H
Ã v :f , w s f k w k . 4.5 .  .  .Ã
kG0
The series is absolutely con¨ergent. Con¨ersely, any sequence of ¨ectors b ofk
5 51r klength a satisfying lim sup b F 1 determines a unique f g H 9 withk k ª` k
Ã .f k s b .k
 .Proof. The absolute convergence of the series 4.5 follows from the
Ã .  .  .Cauchy]Schwarz inequality, the conditions 4.4 and 4.2 on f k and
 . w xw k , respectively, and Proposition 8 in 8 . Otherwise this theorem isÃ
w xexactly the n-dimensional counterpart to Theorem 2, p. 379 of 8 , and the
proof there is easily adapted. The uniqueness uses the completeness of the
spherical harmonics.
The set H 9 is endowed with the strong topology which is the topology of
w xuniform convergence on the bounded subsets of H. Following 8 we define
 .a class B of sequences b s b , k G 0, which satisfyk
0 - b F b , k G 0k kq1
4.6 .
b rb ª 1 as k ª `.kq1 k
LEMMA 4.2. The sets
Ã k5 5V 9 a, r s f g H 9 : f k F ar , k G 0 .  . 4
for all a ) 0 and 0 - r - 1 form a base for the neighborhood system at the
origin for the strong topology on H 9. The sets
Ã5 5F9 b s f g H 9 : f k F b , k G 0 .  . 4k
for all b g B form a fundamental system of bounded sets for H 9. Finally, H 9
is a Montel space whose strong dual is H.
w xThis is a summary of Propositions 9 and 10 and Theorem 3 of 8 . In
addition, since the spherical harmonics Y k . are complete, they are total ini
 w x.H. Hence see for instance 11 boundedness in H 9 and convergence of
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Fourier]Laplace coefficients imply strong convergence. In particular, the
Fourier]Laplace series of each f g H 9 converges to f in H 9. Finally, weak
wconvergence in H or H 9 implies strong convergence to the same limit 11,
xp. 370 .
With the above as foundation, we can recast Theorem 3.1 in the
 .language of distributions, thus characterizing solutions to 3.5 in terms of
their distributional boundary values. Lemma 2.7 follows as a special case.
The result can be viewed as a sort of stability: perturbing Laplace's
equation non-analytically in one of its lower terms does not change the
class of solution boundary values, namely H 9, the class of hyperfunctions,
or analytic functionals on Sny1.
 .  .  .THEOREM 4.2. Corresponding to each solution u x s u rx9 s u x9 ofr
 .3.5 in the unit ball is a unique hyperfunction f in H 9 such that u ª f in H 9r
 .as r ª 1 y . Con¨ersely, each f in H 9 determines a unique solution u rx9 to
 .3.5 .
 .  .Proof. Each solution u rx9 can be represented by 3.20 for a sequence
 .of vectors c satisfying 3.21 . By Theorem 4.1 there exists a unique f ink
 .H 9 with f9 k s c . Furthermore the Fourier]Laplace vector coefficientsk
Ã .  .  .  .u k s R r c converge, as r ª 1 y , to c s f k since R r increasesÃ r k k k k
to 1 as r ª 1 y . Hence u ª f in H 9 providing the family of functionsr
 .u g H ; H 9 are bounded in H 9 see the remarks above . Each functionr
 .  . 5  .5u x9 is in H by Theorem 3.1. Since 0 - R r F 1 we have u k FÃr k r
5 5  .c F b for some b g B. This last conclusion is a consequence of 3.21k k k
w x  .and 5.8 of Proposition 8 in 8 . The boundedness of the family u x9 in H 9r
follows from Lemma 4.2.
The converse follows from Theorem 4.1.
 .Finally we prove a structure theorem for solutions to 3.5 which extends
the representation for harmonic functions given in Lemma 2.6. We use the
 .  .generalized Poisson kernel Q x, y9 defined by 3.19 , and the structure
theorem for hyperfunctions in H 9 given in Lemma 2.5.
 .THEOREM 4.3. A function u in the unit ball is a solution to 3.5 if and
 4 ny1only if there is a sequence of Borel measures m on S satisfyingq
`
qM 2 q ! var m - `, for all M ) 0 4.7 .  .  . q
qs0
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such that
`
qu x s D Q x , y9 dm y9 . 4.8 .  .  .  . H y 9 q
ny1Sqs0
 .Proof. Suppose u is a solution of 3.6 . We need to show that u is of
 .the form 4.8 . To this end let
`
q¨ x s D Q x , y9 dm y9 . 4.9 .  .  .  . H y 9 q
ny1Sqs0
 .  .  .Note that by 3.16 , Q x, y9 is dominated by P x, y9 and thus satisfies an
 . w xestimate of the form 2.26 . The proof of Lemma 1 in 16 then shows that
 .4.9 is a subuniformly convergent series.
 .Next we show that ¨ is a solution of 3.5 . For this purpose note that by
 . q  . nthe Closed Graph Theorem the mapping Q x, y9 ¬ D Q x, y9 , x g B ,y 9
is continuous in the Banach space E of infinitely differentiable functions.
q  . nSince D Q x, y9 is bounded for all x g B , the Banach]Steinhaus theo-y 9
q  .rem implies that D Q x, y9 is uniformly bounded. Hence, if L denotesy 9
 .the differential operator in 3.5 then by the Lebesgue dominated conver-
gence theorem
`
qL¨ s D LQ x , y9 dm y9 .  .  . H y 9 q
ny1Sqs0
' 0,
 .  .for Q x, y9 is a solution of 3.5 .
 .  .Finally we show that ¨ x s ¨ x9 converges to f g H 9 as r ª 1 y . Byr
 .  .  .Lemma 4.2 and 3.15 , Q x, y9 s Q x9, y9 g H ; H 9 is bounded in H 9,r
and thus also ¨ . Moreover,r
` `
q k . k .
v¨ x9 s D R r Y y9 Y x9 dm y9 .  .  .  .  . Hr y 9 k q
ny1Sqs0 ks0
q k . k .
vs R r D Y y9 dm y9 Y x9 .  .  .  .  Hk y 9 q
ny1SkG0 qG0
v
k .s R r v k Y x9 , .  .  .Ã k
kG0
 .where the vector coefficients v k defined by the expression in the bracketÃ
5  .51r kabove satisfy lim sup v k F 1.Ãk ª`
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Now let w g H. Consider
 :¨ , w s ¨ rx9 w x9 dx9 .  .Hr
ny1S
v
k .s R r v k Y x9 w x9 dx9 .  .  .  .ÃH k
ny1S kG0
v
k .s R r v k Y x9 w x9 dx9 .  .  .  .Ã H k
ny1SkG0
rª1y k .
vª 1v k Y x9 w x9 dx9 .  .  .Ã H
ny1SkG0
s w x9 Dq P x9, y9 dm y9 dx9 .  .  . H H y 9 q
ny1 ny1S SkG0 qG0
 :s f , w .
 .See also the proof of Lemma 2.7. The uniqueness of the solution u now
implies that u ' ¨ .
The converse of the theorem follows from the first part of the proof.
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